
RESOTUTIOT{ # 2024-tO

WHEREAS, Idaho residents have been injured by Genetic Biologic "Vaccine" Platform
technology making it more injurious than any other vaccine mechanism in US history
with at least 30 deaths and 103 permanent disabilities, 33 cases of myocarditis in the
State of Idaho, 2 of which are children 6-17 years old. The total US deaths are under-
reported at over 18,000 deaths and Americans who were permanently disabled are over
17,000. According to VEARS, CDC total reports show over 36,000 deaths and over
67,000 permanently disabled individuals, and over 27,000 cases of
myocarditis/pericarditis, since their release in 2021; and

WHEREAT the mRNA genetic platform technology shots should be scrutinized and
investigated due to the egregious number of adverse events, disabilities, and deaths to
adults and children. Adversely affecting children in the womb, it increases rates of
miscarriages, and adversely affects women's menstruation and fertility; and

WHEREAS, multiple labs demonstrate that both the Pfizer and Moderna's misbranding,
and adulteration of consumer products, substandard products, and substandard and
under-powered clinical trials may violate Consumer Product Protection statutes and
informed consent as well as multiple other laws that regulate pharmaceutical safety in
the State of Idaho; and

WHEREAS, the mRNA technology shots are adulterated with over a thousand times
the allowable level of DNA from the DNA plasmids used to make the shots in E. coli
bacteria. They represent up to 350/o of the shot genetic material; and

WHEREAS, some of these shots have non-dixlosed SVzt0 sequence promoters that
allows them to infect human cells and go to the cell nucleus. SV40 is known to grow
tumors and cause cancer; and

WHEREAS, due to adulteration, there is possibility of contamination with E. coli
bacterial proteins and "endotoxins" and can cause auto immune reactions and sepsis in
the recipients. The material in the shot was deigned to infect E. coli, such as present in
the human gut. This can make the gut become a permanent spike protein factory
through the E. coli that are naturally present; and
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WHEREAS, the mRNA in the shots is also broken and degraded. Contamination and
degradation of the mRNA genetic sequence can lead to changing out God given DNA, it
can turn off genes that we need, like those that fight cancer, and these genetic changes
can be passed on to our children. The material in genetic injections can shed through
bodily secretions and transfect through fluids and contact, as well as through milk of a
mother including cow's milk.

THEREFORE, Boise County, Idaho, declares that we value the health and lives of our
children and recommend AGAINST any administration of the genetic "vaccines" or gene
therapies, in any modality, to be administered to children under 18 in our County. We
recommend they be removed from the child vaccine schedule in our County, and in the
State of Idaho, until a forensics investigation and a health audit of Idaho can be
administered by qualified agents, as well as until transparent and accurate informed
consent can be given to parents and families; and

THEREFORE, Boise County, Idaho, supports legislation that investigates, or requires
informed consent, that may recall, or may create corporate liability for products that
use mRNA, DNA, or any genetic technology for human pharmacological use or
consumption, use regarding any livestock, or use regarding any agricultural products
that may adversely affect human health, animal health, or the food supply thereof; and

THEREFORE, Boise County, Idaho, suppods The Idaho State Statute 18-3323
Bioweapons Law with the speciflc emphasis to section 18-3323 6) G, b, c, and d); and

THEREFORE, Boise County, Idaho, supports the deflnition of vaccines from Idaho
Code 41-6002(8): "vaccine" means any preparations of killed microorganisms, living
attenuated organisms, or living fully virulent organisms, which are approved by the
Federal Food and Drug Administration, and recommended by the Federal Advisory
Committee on immunization practices of the Center for Disease Control and prevention;
and

THEREFORE, Boise County, Idaho, supports legislation that requires informed consent,
transparency, and labeling of any proposed product, including imported food supply or
pharmacological products that use mRNA, DNA, LNp, or any genetic technology for
human pharmacological use or food consumption, or use regarding any livestock or
agricultural products; and

THEREFORE, Boise County of Idaho supports legislation that prohibits mandates, local,
state, national, or global, regarding forced medical procedures or vaccinations in any
modality; and

THEREFORE, Boise County of Idaho supports life afflrming legislation and laws and
declare that Idaho adults and children, including the unborn, have the right to normal
cell groMh; and
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